ONE DMC...ONLY THE BEST DESTINATIONS ON YOUR LIST

At 360 Destination Group, we take a stuffy corporate meeting and make it feel like the only event in town. Because we don’t just create programs, we create experiences.
THE 360DG WAY
There are DMCs who cover the bases...then there is us!
Check out a few of our recent home runs.

CSR PROGRAMS
Run of the Mill A beach clean-up in Miami.
The 360DG Way A shark-tagging excursion off South Beach that helps researchers improve local shark habitats.

EVENT CONCEPTS
Run of the Mill A Hollywood-themed dinner in LA.
The 360DG Way Dinner on an active movie set where the buildings become the stage.

LOGISTICS
Run of the Mill Off-the-shelf app for a group of 30,000.
The 360DG Way A custom-built, all-in-one app to make transportation and organization for such a large group seamless and effortless.

WHAT WE DO

OFF-PROPERTY VENUES
Private estates, sprawling vineyards, urban warehouses, and more.

EVENT DESIGN & LOGISTICS
Marrying attention to detail and creativity has never looked so good.

ACTIVITIES & TEAM-BUILDING
Wine tastings with vintners to CSR programs that really make a difference.

TRANSPORTATION & STAFF
The typical pain points are where we rise above the rest.

DINE AROUNDS
We turn "dinner out" into custom experiences they'll never forget.

▲ UNIQUE DECOR & ENTERTAINMENT
From an indoor half-pipe to concerts Jagger would approve of.
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